
For fans of Epica, Seven Spires, Amorphis, Visions of Atlantis, Ne 
Obliviscaris, Lacuna Coil, After Forever, Nightwish, Delain and so on….
 

 

Pandora’s Key – Yet I Remain 
This new album will be their first full-length(they debuted with an EP 

in 2017)and it will come out as  an Independent Release. The 
releasedate is set for January 27, 2024.

( Melodic Metal / Symphonic )

Artist: Pandora’s Key
Title: Yet I Remain
Format:  Digital CD / Physical CD 
Label: Independent Release
 

 

Tracklist:
01. 1779(Intro)



02. De Bockereyder
03. Ariadne
04. Freedom’s Call
05. Falls The Shadow
06. The Keening
07. Kinding Ire
08. The Flying Dutchman
09. Icarus
10. Per Ardua
 

 

With esteemed producer Fieke van den Hurk at the controls, ‘Yet I Remain’ 
represents a new iteration for Pandora’s Key with their heavy and melodic 
sound. Explosive, punchy songs like “Falls the Shadow” and “Kindling Ire” 
prove that ‘Yet I Remain’ is the heaviest release to date for Pandora’s Key. 
Meanwhile, the shimmering soundscapes and multi-layered melodrama of 
“The Keening” and “Per Ardua” solidify ‘Yet I Remain’ as a both musically 
and emotionally challenging release. It is an album that explores the 
connections between seeming contradictions, between walls of sounds and 
quiet introspection, classical storytelling and primal emotions, violence and 
beauty. The result is an ambitious entry into melodic metal, threading the line 
between complexity and catchiness that demands the listener’s engagement.
 

Evolving from their previous work. Pandora’s Key’s musical and lyrical roots, 
which can be recognised in the mythical inspirations for “Ariadne” and the 
upbeat riffs of “Icarus”, keep progressing.
 

Pandora’s Key are set to unveil ‘Yet I Remain’ at a special release show at 
the Mezz in Breda on 27 January 2024. Even though their album explores 
emotions like grief, apathy and rage, their debut album has Pandora’s Key 
bursting onto the melodic metal scene with an exuberant celebration of music 
and passion.



Let Pandora's Key guide you to a dark realm of melodic metal, where 
explosive and enchanting music weaves tales that echo long after the last 
note has faded. The band releases its debut album 'Yet I Remain'.
 
 

More about this band can be found at:
Facebook
Instagram
Spotify
Apple Music
Deezer
YouTube
Metal-Archives

https://www.metal-archives.com/bands/Pandora's_Key/3540425559
https://www.youtube.com/@pandoraskey6937
https://www.deezer.com/nl/artist/12276744
https://music.apple.com/us/artist/pandoras-key/1224999346
https://open.spotify.com/artist/21XJlUBxELeOXdlOJsUp3l
https://www.instagram.com/pandoraskey/
https://www.facebook.com/pandoraskeymetal/

